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A Good Time to Double Down on
Data Analytics and Network Capabilities

N

ow is an opportune moment for electric
utilities to consider investments in big
data collection, analytics, and networking capabilities. In particular, one highproﬁle policy driver has the attention of

nearly every utility in the country: the Clean Power Plan
put forward by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). The ability to collect, prioritize and analyze relevant
data will be vital for utilities’ responses to the Clean Power
Plan—from advocating at the state and federal level to
proving compliance to proﬁting from carbon emissions
trading.1 Equally as important as the Clean Power Plan,

but grabbing fewer headlines, are underlying trends in the
ﬂows and use of energy and data. Distributed energy resources and shifting load proﬁles mean that grid operators
need increasingly sophisticated and timely data analysis
for reliability purposes. That data is increasingly available
from smart and interconnected grid sensors, meters, and
other components. However, utility information technology
(IT) and operational technology (OT) systems face a hefty
challenge to keep pace with the networking, cybersecurity,
and data analytics issues raised by these multi-directional
torrents of data.
Those on the front lines implementing IT and OT networks often know how utility networks could be improved
to meet business objectives and close security vulnerabilities. However, expenses for data analytics and network upgrades compete with other utility spending priorities. The
Clean Power Plan offers one catalyst for IT, OT, and data
analytics investments, and those same investments can be
useful to address the broader networking and security challenges of an interconnected grid. Furthermore, if architected correctly up front, such investments have the potential
to address a host of other industry pressures: improving
efﬁciency, safety, and customer operations; providing
reliable service despite aging infrastructure and ﬂat loads;
and addressing lurking and evolving cyber threats. Insights
from big data may even lead to non-regulated revenue
opportunities if utilities can monetize valuable data assets
with appropriate privacy and cybersecurity safeguards.

Data and the Clean Power Plan
EPA released the ﬁnal Clean Power Plan on August 3, and
savvy use of data will likely underpin successful utility
responses. In simpliﬁed terms, the Clean Power Plan sets
carbon emissions reduction goals for existing power plants,
both on an emissions rate basis (lb/MWh) and on a total
mass basis (short tons of CO2).2 EPA has set interim and ﬁnal emissions reduction goals for each state, to be achieved
by 2022 and 2030 respectively.3 States are to develop and
implement multi-state plans to achieve the emissions
reduction goals, choosing either an emissions rate approach or a mass-based goal.4 States’ ﬁnal plans are due
by September 2016, with extensions available to September
2018.5 If EPA determines that a state has not submitted a
compliant plan, it will impose a federal plan on that state.
The proposed model federal plan contemplates carbon
emissions allowance trading between power plant owners.6 There will be winners and losers in a carbon emissions trading scheme, and utilities that can buttress their
positions with serious big data analysis may gain an upper
hand. The ability to collect, organize, and archive that data
for analysis will require signiﬁcant IT and OT ﬁrepower.
Solid data analysis may lend credibility to utilities’
requests for funds, allowances, credits, waivers, and other
resources related to the Clean Power Plan. For example, the
ﬁnal Clean Power Plan’s CO2 emissions reduction targets
favor renewable energy sources over natural gas-ﬁred
generation much more strongly than the proposed rule released in 2014.7 Whether utilities are supportive or skeptical, they will need to collect and
analyze granular data to assess
how variable generation at the
levels contemplated by the Clean
Power Plan will affect system assets and grid reliability. Utilities
will need to marshal sophisticated data collection and analysis to
support requests for resources to
meet projected reliability needs.
In addition, as states ponder their
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state plan requirements, utilities will almost certainly want

and distribution system line losses, and differential effects

to weigh in, including on how emissions allowances will

across heavily and lightly loaded circuits.11 Battery storage

be allocated. Utilities’ ability to advocate can be buttressed

is another technology development that utilities are closely

by detailed analysis of reliability, power plant cycling, line

watching. Battery storage has the potential to provide simi-

losses, and other factors affecting total carbon emissions.

lar services to demand side resources but can potentially

In addition to advocacy, compliance and proﬁtability will

be included in rate base. Identifying proﬁtable opportuni-

require data collection and analysis. For example, for emis-

ties for battery storage and integrating this new technol-

sions allowance trading, the devil will be in the measure-

ogy onto the grid have signiﬁcant IT and OT implications.

ment and veriﬁcation details to prove how many or how

There are plenty of additional ways to proﬁt from better
data collection and analysis, including

few allowances have been
used or generated. Analysis
of grid operations and customer data could also identify
energy efﬁciency measures
(by customers or on the grid)
that are proﬁtable under a
trading regime but might
not otherwise be sufﬁciently
incentivized. For example, a
1 percent fuel savings across

Additionally, the Clean Power Plan includes a
safety valve and other flexibility mechanisms
to address reliability concerns. This means
that utilities may get a free pass for some
emissions that are related to reliability under
discrete sets of circumstances.

reduced energy theft or asset maintenance and replacement costs, as well
as improved operations, emergency
response, product offerings, and credit
risk management from integrating
outside data sources such as granular
weather data, social media feeds, geodemographic data, and credit scores.12
Data relevant to all of the above are
already being collected, but stronger
capabilities are needed to harness the

the U.S. in natural gas-ﬁred
power generation would provide fuel cost savings of $66

data for business and policy imperatives. Smart and con-

billion over 15 years, but utilities typically can’t capture

nected grid components have proliferated at a compound

8

that savings under regulatory regimes. However, utili-

annual growth rate of 45 percent in the last ﬁve years,

ties’ ability to sell unused emissions allowances at a proﬁt

yielding small mountains of system and customer data.13

might change the equation. Additionally, the Clean Power

This includes smart meters measuring customer usage, as

Plan includes a safety valve and other ﬂexibility mecha-

well as sensors throughout the grid such as phasor moni-

9

nisms to address reliability concerns. This means that

toring units that collect voltage, current, and digital status

utilities may get a free pass for some emissions that are

30 times per second.14 At present, utilities are collecting

related to reliability under discrete sets of circumstances.

much more data from smart grid components than they

Making that case will require timely data analysis to iden-

are analyzing.15 In part, this may be a capability problem.

tify and verify the reliability need and quantify the related

Many state-of-the-art utility IT systems cannot analyze

CO2 emissions.

the massive volumes of data, link the data to the state
of the grid at the time of collection, or even archive the

Underlying Trends in Energy and Data
Aside from the Clean Power Plan, other changes in energy
ﬂows and use are also impacting utilities’ needs for data.
Renewable energy resources, especially increasing penetration on the distribution grid, raise important grid operation questions.10 Utilities can and should advocate for the
resources to assess and mitigate reliability concerns. For
example, distributed solar raises questions about the effects of “high saturation” solar, effects on peak demand
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data sensibly.16 To address the monumental challenges of
carbon regulation under the Clean Power Plan, along with
a host of other industry-wide issues, utilities will need to
make sense of the terabytes of data ﬂowing into utility data
centers.
Software deﬁned networks (SDN) and other agile
structures will be particularly important to meet moving
policy and business targets. It is likely that new sources of
data on the grid—sensors, smart components, and control
systems—will continue to develop, so networking and data
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analytics priorities may shift rapidly. SDN technologies

shoulder the risks, so utilities may be left holding the bag.

can increase the capabilities that IT and OT have at their

Furthermore, both critical infrastructure and the privacy

disposal to increase automation, optimization, and control.

of increasingly detailed customer energy usage data are at

SDN can also prevent having to approach regulators time

stake in cyberattacks. Attacks on industrial control systems

and again for new system overhauls. All of this will require

are not theoretical. Since Stuxnet, several advanced threats

plenty of behind-the-scenes wizardry from IT and OT ad-

have been identiﬁed, and the cyberattack on a German

ministrators.

steel mill destroyed an actual blast furnace.20 In addition,
highly sensitive personal data has been swiped from the

Cybersecurity
It almost goes without saying that an increasingly interconnected grid with growing access points and variously
sourced components implicates very real cybersecurity
concerns. Unfortunately, it may need to be said more.
Despite large increases in cyberattacks and cyber threats,
public utilities actually took fewer precautions last year as
compared with the previous year according to a PricewaterhouseCoopers report.17 Although the North American

likes of JP Morgan Chase, Anthem, and the IRS, among
many others.21 Customer energy use data is extraordinarily
revealing of activities in the home or building, and it may
only be a matter of time before an enterprising hacker
group targets this data gold mine.22 Furthermore, failing to
safeguard customer data adequately could also result in
Federal Trade Commission enforcement under its broadened cybersecurity authority.23

Electric Reliability Corporation sets enforceable cybersecu-

The Data Investment Opportunity

rity standards for critical infrastructure protection, those

The environmental policy challenges are making headlines,

standards only apply to the bulk power grid, potentially

utility regulators are becoming accustomed to approving

leaving unaddressed the protection of the distribution

data collection, analysis, and networking expenditures, and

grid and customer usage data. Moreover, compliance with

the need is real.24 Now is a very good time to think about

standards does not necessarily mean greater security;

bundling investments in networking, cybersecurity, and

evolving cyber threats necessitate a risk management ap-

big data analytics. Data and networking capabilities may

proach, signiﬁcant technical operations, and continuous

help formulate utilities’ responses to the Clean Power Plan

improvement.18 The threat from outsourced components

and may help utility executives concerned about cyberse-

that include an IT or communications technology ele-

curity and a host of other industry pressures sleep better

ment has also grown rapidly as utility supply chains have

at night. Such investments, and a willingness of utilities

19

evolved. Moreover, as organizations adopt new data

to become more data-driven organizations, may also be

capture and analysis techniques, they must be mindful of

key to addressing changing utility business models. As a

both endpoint security (i.e., Internet of Things) as well as

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners

software assurance. The energy industry is often fond of

staff person put it, “I think the data is going to be worth

open source software projects, which have their place but

a lot more than the commodity that’s being consumed to

require signiﬁcant risk management to mitigate common

generate the data.”25

vulnerabilities in design, process, and implementation.
Whereas responding to the Clean Power Plan is currently

Mark Wiranowski is an attorney in the Denver ofﬁce of

a “top of mind” issue for utility executives, cybersecurity

Wilkinson Barker Knauer, LLP. Wiranowski’s practice

could be described as a “pit of stomach” issue. The vulner-

focuses on electric and gas utility regulation and corporate

abilities and threats are uncertain, rapidly evolving, and

and commercial transactions in the energy, communica-

highly technical, and the motivations of groups interested

tions, and information technology sectors. He has signiﬁ-

in chaos or compromising national security through at-

cant experience structuring transactions for the develop-

tacks on the electric industry are an ominous question

ment, transfer, and sharing of data assets and emerging

mark. Vendors, contractors, and customers don’t want to

technologies.
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